The goal for of this research is to investigate and develop heuristic tools in order to extract meaningful knowledge from archeological large-scale data sets. Database queries help us to answer only simple questions. Intelligent search tools integrate heuristics with knowledge discovery tools and they use data to build models of the real world. We would like to investigate these tools and combine them within the Genetic Algorithm framework. Some methods, taken from the area of soft computing techniques, use rough sets for data reduction and the synthesis of decision algorithms. However, because the problems are NP-hard, using a heuristic approach by combining boolean reasoning with Genetic Algorithms seems to be one of the best approaches in terms of efficiency and flexibility. We will test our tools on several large-scale archeological data sets generated from an intensive archaeological survey of the Valley of Oaxaca, in Highland Mesoamerica.
have used intensive archaeological survey in order to study the state formation. Since these archaeological surveys were begun in the 1960's, the computer was an essential tool because of the large quantity of data resulting from the surveys. After the data was collected, it was placed on punch cards and the additional results published in several books (Blanton, 1989; Blanton, Kowalewski, et al.1982; Kowalewski, Feinman, et al. 1989) along with extensive site maps. The reason behind this archaeological survey was to find answers to the following questions: "What were the characteristics of Mesoamerican agricultural systems? What role did hydraulic agriculture play in prompting or facilitating the growth of large population centers? When was irrigation first introduced? What was the nature of these population centers? When and where did urbanism first arise? What decision making structures and adaptations were necessary to facilitate these changes?" (Blanton, Kowalewski, et al. 1982) .
Our goal for the proposed research is to integrate evolutionary learning tools into the knowledge discovery process and to apply them to the large-scale, archaeological spatial-temporal data produced by the surveys. This heuristic based approach used here will employ rough set concepts in order to represent the domain knowledge and the hypotheses.
While answers to the questions above can possibly be found by investigating the large-scale database resulting from the archaeological survey, this database contains over 6000 regional sites Heuristic Knowledge Discovery 4 and over 2000 residential sites at the Monte Albán urban center. Each site is comprised of one or more components and can be occupied in one or more archaeological periods, spanning a period from approximately 9000 B.C. to 1500 A.C. Thus, the total spatial and temporal scope is so vast as to make manual interpretation difficult if not impossible task. In addition, each temporal and spatial instance of a site component can be described in terms of several hundred variables of different types. We can clearly see a gap between data generation and data understanding here.
Tools and techniques from Artificial Intelligence can be used to fill this gap, and to aid in the extraction of emergent patterns hidden in the data, as is shown by Reynolds (1990 Reynolds ( , 1999 .
Heuristics
Uninformed or blind search, which processes and evaluates all nodes of a search space in the worst case, is not realistic here because of time constraints are close related to the dimension of the data. Generally, the search space increases exponentially with problem size thereby limiting the size of problems, which can realistically be solved using exact techniques such as exhaustive search. An alternative solution is represented by heuristic techniques, which can provide much help in areas where classical search methods failed.
The word "heuristic" comes from greek and means "to know", "to find", "to discover" or "to guide a investigation". Specifically, "Heuristics are techniques which seek good (near-optimal) solutions at a reasonable computational cost without being able to guarantee either feasibility or optimality, or even in many cases to state how close to optimality a particular feasible solution is." (Russell and Norvig, 1995) Heuristic refers to any techniques that improves the average-case performance on a problemsolving task but does not necessarily improve the worst-case performance. Heuristic techniques search the problem space "intelligently" using knowledge of previously tried solutions to guide Heuristic Knowledge Discovery 5 the search into fruitful areas of the search space. Often, search spaces are so large that only heuristic search can produce a solution in reasonable time. These techniques improve the efficiency of a search process, sometimes by sacrificing the completeness or the optimality of the solution. Heuristics are estimates of the distance remaining to the goal, estimates computed based on the domain knowledge.
Of special interest is the integration of heuristic search principles with the dynamic processes in which data becomes available in successive stages, or where data and inputs are subjects to uncertainties or with large-scale data sets. The integration is a vehicle to generate data driven hypotheses. The process is shown in figure 1. Our goal is to generate hypotheses in terms of the archaeological data in order help anthropologists answer their questions. The kind of knowledge produced, and the heuristic search algorithm selected, will reflect the nature of the data analysis task. In this chapter, the hypotheses will be represented as sets of decision rules and the extracted rules will be represented in terms of rough sets. Rough sets were selected because of the nature of our data sets as we will discuss later.
From a mathematical point of view the problems that we want to solve, can be formulated in terms of the well-known, minimal set cover problem, which is a combinatorial optimization problem.
Traditional methods for combinatorial optimization problems are not appropriate here for several reasons. These methods are NP-hard in the worst case and would be costly to use given the size of the data set. Also, since archaeological efforts in the valley are ongoing, new sites can be added to the database, which would require the traditional combinatorial approach to be restarted from scratch. The techniques used to solve these difficult optimization problems have slowly evolved from constructive methods, like uniformed search, to local search techniques and to population-based algorithms.
Genetic Algorithms, as population-based algorithms, are good vehicles in which to build metalevel heuristics to guide the search more efficiently. That knowledge, here we well use rough sets concepts, or rules, can be employed to direct the evolutionary search. The rules can reflect spatial and temporal patterns that will guide the generation of new candidate search objects by the evolutionary engine. The spatial and temporal continuity of the data will facilitate this process.
The organization of the chapter is as follows. First section briefly describes the evolutionary learning and queues a short literature review about related approaches. Next section presents the archeological data sets and the data related problems. Third section is dedicated to the theory of Rough Sets. Next section presents a Genetic Algorithms approach for reduct computation using Rough Sets, and for decision system minimization. Next section describes the experiments. Last section presents the summary, the discussions and the future work.
Evolutionary Learning Under Uncertainty
Population-based heuristic methods are iterative solution techniques that handle a population of individuals which are evolving according to a given search strategy. At each iteration, periods of self-adaptation (mutations) alternate with periods of cooperation (crossover), and periods of competition (selection). The population-based heuristic search (Conrad, 1978) is dependent of the following components: the knowledge representation for the specific problem we want to solve and the search strategy or the evolution process. The adaptability of an individual represents its ability to survive in an uncertain environment (Conrad, 1975) . Artificial
Intelligence researchers have explored different ways to represent uncertainty (Russell et al.,1995) : belief networks, default reasoning, Dempster-Shafer theory, Fuzzy set theory, Rough set theory.
For the problems we want to solve, the learning task will require a representation that explicitly deals with uncertainty. The evolutionary learning methods that are employed must be able to work with such a representation. In this chapter we look first at basic ways to represent uncertainty in developing rules. And, then we will investigate how that uncertain knowledge can be used to direct evolutionary search and learning.
Uncertainty
Uncertainty, as well as evolution, is a part of nature. When humans describe complex environments, they use linguistic descriptors of cognized real-world circumstances that are often not precise, but rather "fuzzy". The theory of fuzzy sets (Zadeh, 1965) provides an effective method of describing the behavior of a system, which is too complex to be handle with the classical precise mathematical analysis. The theory of rough sets (Pawlak, 1991) emerged as another mathematical approach for dealing with uncertainty that arises from inexact, noisy or incomplete information. Fuzzy set theory assumes that the membership of the objects in some set is defined as a degree ranging over the interval [0, 1] . Rough set theory focuses on the ambiguity caused by the limited distinction between objects in a given domain.
Rough Sets
Another approach to represent uncertainty is with rough sets. Rough sets are based on equivalence relations and set approximations, and the algorithms for computing rough set properties are combinatorial in nature. Wróblewski (1995) implemented a genetic algorithms for computing reducts, based on permutation code as well as a "greedy" algorithm. Another approach for building reducts is described by Vinterbo in (1999) and it is based on the set cover problem, in particular on finding minimal hitting sets using a classical genetic algorithm. Finding a minimal set of decision rules or a satisfactory set is an NP-complete problem. Agotnes (1999) used genetic algorithms to build a optimal set of decision rules, where the fitness function was based on the quality of each rule. In conclusion, there are many hybrid methods that integrate evolutionary algorithms and other methods from soft computing, methods such as rough sets.
Our goal is to find a suitable knowledge representation for our data and then to develop a Cultural Algorithm framework that combines that representation with the appropriate evolution method.
Evolutionary Computation
Evolution can be defined in one word, adaptation" in an uncertain environment. Nature has a robust way of dealing with the adaptation of organisms to all kind of changes and to evolve successful organisms. According to the principles of natural selection, the organisms that have a good performance in a given environment survive and reproduce, whereas the others die off.
After reproduction, a new generation of offspring, derived from the members of the previous generation is formed. The selection of parents from these offspring is often based upon fitness.
Changes in the environment will affect the population of organisms through the random mutations. Mayr said: "Evolution is a dynamic, two-step process of random variation and selection" (Fogel, 1995) . Using examples from natural systems and theories of adaptive behavior researchers have been trying to build heuristic evolutionary learning systems.
Evolutionary algorithms are heuristic optimization methods inspired from natural evolution processes. Currently there are three basic population-only mechanisms that model evolution:
genetic algorithms (Goldberg 1989) , evolutionary strategies and evolutionary programming.
Each one of the methods models the evolution of a population of individuals at a different scale and applies selection and reproduction operators to find an individual that is fit with regard of the fitness function.
Extracting Patterns from Archaeological Data
Here we will work with the archeological data from (Blanton et al., 1982) , a survey of Monte Albán, named the Terrace Data Set. This volume describes and analysis the data collected during the first phase of the Valley of Oaxaca Settlement Project. The project consisted of a detailed mapping and surface collection of the region's major archaeological site, Monte Albán, part of the Oaxaca valley.
Large-Scale Data
One of the most important problems in data analysis relates to the dimensionality of the data, because many data analysis techniques involve exhaustive search over the object space. They are very sensitive to the size of the data in terms of time complexity and it is hard to generate compact rules. The solution is to reduce the search space horizontally (in terms of records or objects) and vertically (in terms of fields or attributes or variables), and to use heuristics to guide the search through the large space of possible combinations of attributes values and classes. Our data set, for example, contains 2073 records and 224 attributes.
Uncertainty in Data
Uncertainty in a data set can appear for different reasons. One reason is noise. Errors, which can occur during data collection or data entries, are referred as noise in the data. It is also possible that the data set can have missing attribute values. In this case, the objects containing missing attributes values can be discarded or the missing values can be replaced with the most common values. Another problem is that the available knowledge in many situations is incomplete and imprecise. This means that sometimes the attribute values for a set of objects are not sufficient and precise enough to differentiate between classes of objects. When we are taking about the Terrace Data Set, errors and noise may have occurred for many reasons. The ancient sites are damaged because plowing, erosion, pot hunting and grazing. Also, human perception is subjective, and many people worked on the collection of the data. Some errors are possible due to the scanning process since much of the data was available from printed text only. Many different ways of representing and reasoning about uncertainty have been developed in Artificial Intelligence. These theories include: belief networks, non-monotonic logic, fuzzy sets along with fuzzy logic and rough sets. The well-known fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 1998 ) characterizes a concept approximately using a set membership function with a range of values between 0 and 1.
Another approach based on the rough set theory (Pawlak, 1991) provides a lower and upper approximation in terms of set belonging of a concept depending on how the relationship between two partitions of a finite universe is defined.
Fuzzy sets are good approaches for problems with multiple membership grade requirements, where judgment on set membership grades is possible and where the ability to deal with vague predicates is required. They are very good for real-valued data. On the other hand, rough sets with the three-valued simplicity, lower, upper, and boundary approximation sets, work well on discrete and categorical data. Rough sets can be useful even with missing data, changes of scale, and problems where membership grades are hard to define, and problems requiring changes in the partition. Checking the attributes table for the Terrace Data Set we can see that out of the 92 attributes only 4 attributes are integer in type with no real-valued data types. All the other attributes are of the categorical data type, nominal, ordinal, or binary. We want to find which sites where occupied in each period of time, so we have to deal with data partitions. These facts suggest here us that rough sets methods are more appropriate here.
Rough Sets Formalization
Pawlak (1991) introduced rough set theory in the early 1980's as a tool for representing imprecise or uncertain information, and for reasoning about it. Based on the notion of indiscernability, rough set theory deals with the approximation of sets, using equivalence relations. These approximations can form model hypotheses. Many different applications can be found in the literature, but here we focus on the applications to the classification problem, since our goal will be to learn to classify occupied terraces and not occupied terraces in Monte Albán and their characteristics for each archaeological period in order to answer the questions posed in the first section.
Formal Definitions and Properties
An information system can be defined as a pair S = (U, A), where U is a finite set of objects and A is a finite set of attributes. Each attribute a ∈ A is a function that maps elements of U into a set 
The equivalence relation R C d , induces a partition over the universe U, meaning that the resultant equivalence classes are disjoint and the union equals the universe U.
Rough Sets
The idea behind rough sets is to approximate a set of interest in terms of other sets.
With each subset X ⊆ U and an equivalence relation R C d defined over U we can associate two subsets:
are called the lower and upper approximations of X respectively.
Reducts and the Core of Knowledge
One problem is whether some of the attributes in a decision system are redundant with respect to the object classifications. If an attribute set B ⊂ C preserves the indiscernibility relation, R C d , then the attributes that form the set C-B are said to be dispensable. All minimal subsets, in terms of size, of attributes B that preserve the relation R C d are called reducts and we denoted the set by
Red(T).
Now, we can define the full set of reducts in terms of the discernibility matrix. The set B, such that B ⊂ C is the reduct of C if B is a minimal, with respect to inclusion, subset of C such that
Besides the full reducts defined above, we can define reducts that are relative to a particular object in the decision table. We call these reducts object-related reducts. If indiscernibility is relative to an object x, two other objects y and z are considered to be indiscernible in comparison with x. Reducts that are related to a particular object x are called x-relative reducts, Red(T,x), since they contain the minimum information needed to select that particular object from other objects in the decision table.
There are several algorithms for computing reducts or reduct approximations. Some of these algorithms assume that any attributes subset of C can be an approximation to a reduct. The
Exhaustive Reducer algorithm (Ohrn et al., 1997 (Ohrn et al., , 1998 (Ohrn et al., , 2000 computes all the reducts by brute force, by exhaustive search. The algorithm takes exponential time in terms of the number of objects, so it is not suitable for very large decision systems as it may be very time consuming.
Another algorithm is the Johnson Reducer (Ohrn et al., 1997 (Ohrn et al., , 1998 (Ohrn et al., , 2000 , which invokes a simple greedy algorithm to compute only a single reduct. Because of the NP-completness of the problem, heuristic methods can be more effective. Wroblewski (1995) proposed a variation of a Genetic Algorithm to search for reducts, either until the search space is exhausted or until a
given maximum number of reducts has been found. Another heuristic approach was proposed by Vinterbo (1999) . It is based on minimal hitting sets.
Reducts, Hitting Sets, Approximate Hitting Sets
Multisets are unordered collections of elements where an element can occur as a member more than once. A hitting set (Vinterbo and Ohrn, 1999; Vinterbo, 1999) for a given multiset, MS, of elements from P(C) is a set B, B ⊂ C, such that the intersection between B and every set in MS is non-empty.
HS(MS) = {B ⊆ C| B∩MS i ≠ φ for all MS i ∈ MS} (3)
The set B ∈ HS(MS) is a minimal hitting set of MS, if B is no longer a hitting set, when ever any of its elements are removed. The set of minimal hitting sets is denoted by minHS(MS).
An approximation to the hitting set is a set that covers enough elements of the multiset MS as denoted by a constant ε. The set of ε-approximate hitting sets of S is denoted by εHS(MS, ε),
where the parameter ε controls the degree of approximation,
The set B ∈ εSH(MS, ε) is a minimal ε-approximation hitting set if it is no longer an ε-approximation hitting set when any of its elements are removed.
The problem of computing the minimal hitting set, like the reducts computation, is an NP-hard problem. Again it is necessary to use heuristics in order to find reducts using hitting sets, but we still cannot guarantee the minimality of the reducts.
Decision System Construction
A decision rule is an assertion, of the form "if p then s", denoted by p→ s, where p and s are logical formulas in the first order logic. For each object, certain values of the condition attributes determine the value of the decision attribute. We define a decision system as a finite collection or set of decision rules. In order to obtain a decision system with a minimum number of rules, superfluous decision rules associated with the same decision class can be eliminated without disturbing the decision making process.
The problem of decision system construction is to induce a set of rule descriptors of decision classes from the input set of objects. These sets of descriptors, named decision systems, consist of a set of decision rules. We can classify the decision system as following:
1. Decision systems with a minimum set of rules. They are focused on describing input objects using a minimum number of necessary rules.
2. Decision systems with an exhaustive set of rules. These decision systems contain all possible decision rules.
3. Decision systems with a satisfactory set of rules. This category represents sets of decision rules, which satisfy given a priori user's requirement for an acceptable decision system.
One strategy for finding a simple decision system with good classificatory capabilities is to first induce an exhaustive set of rules, and then to prune away those rules that do not lower the decision system's performance significantly. An exhaustive decision system can be generated from the object-related reducts (Ohrn, 1999 (Ohrn, , 2000 .
Pruning can be done by identifying and removing components of the decision system that only explain small parts of the data, thereby preserving general trends in the underlying data material.
In order to find a minimal decision system we can use a simple greedy heuristic algorithm described by Lazar and Sethi (1999) . This algorithm computes only one decision system. If more than one minimal decision system is required we can use a Genetic Algorithm, which solves the minimal cover set problem. Agotnes (1999) proposed two algorithms for generating satisfactory decision systems, a quality-based rule filtering algorithm and a genetic rule-filtering algorithm.
Rule filtering operates on an existing exhaustive decision system, pruning it while retaining a high performance. Both of the above solutions make no assumptions about the minimal set cover condition. As a result, the decision system may not be minimal. We will propose a new solution based on the Genetic Algorithm, which addresses the minimal set cover problem explicitly.
A Framework for Solving the Problem Using Genetic Algorithm
In this section we will present an existing Genetic Algorithms solution for the reduct computation problem and we will propose a new method for finding minimal and satisfactory decision systems using Genetic Algorithms.
Genetic Algorithm for Reduct Problem
For the reduct problem using a minimal hitting set, the population for the Genetic Algorithm is a set P of N individuals, each from the space P(C), where C is the condition attributes set. Each individual is encoded as a binary vector, where each bit indicates the presence of an attribute in the set.
For this population, the fitness function rewards individuals hitting more sets in the collection of sets corresponding to the discernibility function.
A possible fitness function proposed by Vinterbo (45) is the following:
The first term rewards smaller sized individuals, and the second is used to ensure that we reward sets that are hitting sets.
If we want to find the subsets B in C that are "good enough" hitting sets, i.e. have a fraction hit of at least ε, which tells us the how many sets in the multiset, B has to hit. Vinterbo (1999) found that we can additionally control the importance of an individual hitting set by introducing the parameter α that defines a weighting between the two parts of the fitness function.
The resultant fitness function is a discrete, multi-modal function.
The algorithm used by Vinterbo (1999) is the traditional Genetic Algorithm implementation.
Genetic Algorithm for Minimal Decision Set of Rules Problem
The problem of producing a Minimal Decision Set of Rules can be formulated in set theoretical terms in two ways, because the minimal set cover problem and the minimal hitting set problem are complementary problems.
In the first approach, the minimal set cover problem, let us denote by X as the set of objects and R as the set of rules derived from the set X. Then, we can define two functions, one rX:R→ P(X), which associates with each rule r i ∈ R a set of elements X i ⊆ X and another one xR:X→ P(R) which associates each element x i ∈ X with a set of rules R i ⊆ R. Now, having the function rX defined, and a set X we want to find the subsets of rules Rm ⊆ R that are of minimal cardinality and ∪ ri ∈ Rm X i = X.
In the second approach, the complementary minimal hitting set problem, having the function xR defined we want to find subsets of rules Rm ⊆ R that are of minimal cardinality, and have a nonempty intersection with all the sets R i ⊆ R. We can see that this is the problem of finding minimal hitting sets.
In both of the cases above each individual is a binary vector, with a length equal to the cardinality of the rule set R. Each bit is associated with one rule, and it tells us whether the rule is included in the set or not.
Following the ideas above we can define two new fitness functions for the two variants. For the minimal set cover problem we propose the following fitness function:
For the minimal hitting set problem we propose the following fitness function:
Develop the model:
Knowledge discovery techniques are applied to the training data in order to generate a set of hypothesized relations. Following the rough set methodology, the full set of reducts is computed, a set of minimal reducts is chosen, and the data table is vertically pruned. Then the object related reducts are computed and the exhaustive decision rule system is generated. At the end a pruning method for the decision rule set is applied in order to obtain a performant decision system, with a good balance between the number of rules and the accuracy of the classifications. The process is shown in figure 2 . The above procedure was followed exactly and the results are shown in next section.
Experiments
The example problem we will investigate here is to discern the differences between the sites occupied in early I and late I in terms of the location and cultural attributes. The experts gave us a list with the diagnostic ceramic types for these two periods. The early I period, from 500 B.C.
to 300 B.C., is named Ia and the late I period, from 300 B.C. to 200 B.C., combines Ib and Ic since a clear distinction between Ib and Ic cannot be made with the available data. Two binary variables were constructed for early I and late I for each site. A 0 means that the site was not present in the respective period, and 1 means present. Since we do not have sites which appear in period early I and do not appear in period late I we recode the two variables the following way: 0 means the site is present in both early I and late I, 1 means the site is present in late I, but not in early I, 2 means the site is present neither in early I nor in late I, and 3 was designated for site present in early I and not in late I. This will be our decision attribute. Then we selected only the sites with values 0 and 1 for the decision attribute. Out of the 92 attribute, we selected only 74, because some of them were not significant for our problem here such as: terrace number, card number, north grid coordinate, east grid coordinate, recorder, published information, comment written, reference in literature etc.. Other attributes were removed because they were duplicates.
For this experiment we have 875 sites, 306 sites with a 0 value, and 569 with a 1 value for the decision attribute. Only 2 sites have missing values for the attribute and we did not remove them.
The Genetic Algorithm was used first to compute the full reducts.
Reduct (length=20):
east square #, area designation, elevation of the terrace in meters above the valley floor, silting, damage due to erosion and plowing, barranca or wash adjacent, vegetation, vegetation abundance, special resources, number of unnumbered tombs visible on the surface, estimated area of the terrace in square meters, prevailing wall orientations, presence of well-defined structure or structures less than 1 meter, plaster floor or floors visible on the surface, carved stone, ancient burning visible on the surface, miscellaneous obsidian, miscellaneous other chipped stone pieces (usually nandescript chunks of quartz, chert, or flint), number of whole or fragmentary manos, pottery density .
The reducts give us an idea about the most important variables, related to the decision we want to make. They are related primarily with location; i.e. east square # and area designation, with elevation, vegetation, structures presents in the site and tools. We picked the 20 attributes in the smallest reduct, and using the object-related reducts, we generated an exhaustive set of decision rules. It contains 16574 rules. The rules were divided in two subsets, one for decision attribute value 0, and one for the decision attribute 1. After that we performed a quality-looping filter and kept approximately 20 rules for each class. Some of the rules are shown below:
• east square #(10) AND damage due to erosion and plowing(none) AND plaster floor or floors visible on the surface(present) AND pottery density(sparse to light) → diffiaibc(0)
• barranca or wash adjacent(absent) AND special resources(none) AND presence of welldefined structure or structures less than 1 meter(present) AND plaster floor or floors visible on the surface(present) → diffiaibc(0)
• east square #(10) AND area designation(2) AND damage due to erosion and plowing(none) AND plaster floor or floors visible on the surface(present) → diffiaibc(0)
• elevation of the terrace in meters above the valley floor, to t(375) AND barranca or wash adjacent(absent) AND vegetation(grass and brush) AND prevailing wall orientations(none) AND number of whole or fragmentary manos(1) → diffiaibc (0) We can briefly give an interpretation for the rules produced for late I. In terms of location the sites expended into new areas, for example area 15, and they went to east, east-square 4. The wall orientation doesn't have a precise direction anymore, since more sites are present and there is little space left on the top hill, so they begin to colonize the sides. Pottery density becomes sparse, from light to sparse in the early I. Elevation is still high, 300, but less than in early I, 375.
A lot of rules tell us that sites from late I have moderate to heavy damage due to erosion and plowing. We can see that better filtering is needed since we get multiple rules which fire the same set of objects and don't do a good set covering for the decision table. This is why we strongly need the Genetic Algorithm approach suggested in order to find a more satisfactory set of rules.
Conclusion
We proposed a methodology to develop and model hypotheses and to derived patterns from archaeological data using heuristics. The methodology is based on Rough Sets as a knowledge representation for uncertainty in data, combined with the Evolutionary Algorithms. A Genetic Algorithms, for reduct computation, have been already developed by Vinterbo (1999) . A novel representation and performance function were proposed in this chapter for a Genetic Algorithm in order to solve the minimal and satisfactory decision rule systems problem. Since the search space is big large improvements over the Genetic Algorithm are needed in order to intensify the search in some regions of the search spaces. Further work will be done to integrate the Cultural Algorithm framework with the Genetic Algorithm. Comparisons in terms of time complexity and completeness of the solutions, between runs with the Cultural Algorithm (Reynolds, 1994) and Genetic Algorithm will be done. Following the archaeological experts questions, we will run experiments for other periods of time, or for other problems by changing the decision attribute.
